, Wright (1917 Wright ( , 1920 , Eaton (1928) , Wright and Chase (1936) and Chase (1939) . Silvering was studied by Ibsen (1932) , Lambert (1935) and Wright (1947, 1 959a, b) . The current view of both silvering and spotting has been summarised by . The major white-spotting factor is the incompletely recessive gene s, and the existence of minor spotting factors is suspected. Guinea-pigs homozygous for s show varying degrees of spotting, often of the " Dutch " pattern with white blaze, collar and feet. Heterozygotes may show some white, especially on the face or feet. The incompletely recessive gene si produces an intermingling of white hairs among coloured ones in the homozygote, and again its effect is variable. Some individuals may have a few white hairs on the belly while others are nearly white. Both factors are apparent at birth; neither is progressive and neither has an effect on eye colour.
Silvering and spotting are also produced by the combination of brindle e with the lower alleles in the C dilution series ). An incompletely recessive factor for progressive silvering was reported by Lambert. This does not manifest itself until the animal is between 3 and 4 months old.
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A fourth silvering gene, mentioned by Wright, produces dinginess in the coat of dark-eyed non-dilute browns bbC-P-. Ibsen (1932) noted a similar action on brown (bb) and black (B) hairs, which he attributed to an incom-pletely dominant factor W. Ibsen proposed the symbol Ro for the incompletely dominant silvering he had observed, but did not mention eye colour. Wright (1947) examined Ibsen's and Pictet and Ferrero's (1940) findings and concluded that the silvering in both cases was caused by si.
In February 1972 the author purchased a pair of guinea-pigs from a fancier, Miss E. Wilson of Scarborough. The male was black, unevenly silvered with white hairs on back, sides and belly, with black head, white blaze, black feet (one white spotted) and dark red eyes. It was described as a Blue Roan. The female was self-black, in pig to another blue roan. On 19th April she had a litter of three, two blacks and a blue roan very similar in appearance to the male described above. Unfortunately, this animal died shortly after birth.
At this stage it was assumed that the blue roan was homozygous for a recessive silvering factor, probably one already known, and the black heterozygous for this factor. Neither the spotting nor the eye colour had been mentioned in the literature in connection with any recessive silvering, however. The seller's description of the breeding procedure and expectations were consistent with this theory of a recessive factor. A blue roan-black mating was expected to produce blue roans and blacks in the proportion I: 1. A roan x roan mating was understood to produce roans with too much white to appeal to the fancier, but explicit information on this point has not been forthcoming. The original appearance of the new colour in a closed colony of self-black guinea-pigs has been described as a totally unexpected event.
In the meantime the blue roan male of the purchased pair was mated to a self brown, aabbC-E-, bred from non-spotted and non-silvered stock. A litter of three was born on 1st November. One was an entirely black female with black eyes. Another female was heavily silvered, almost white, with silvered black feet and cheek patches, and dark red eyes. The male was similarly marked but with more heavily silvered head and feet, and he too had dark red eyes. White spotting was present in both these youngsters, in the form of a blaze and patches on the hind feet.
If the male parent had been homozygous for a recessive silvering factor, the litter would have been made up entirely of self-blacks. In the light of the event described, it is suggested that the blue roan male is heterozygous for a new dominant spotting and silvering gene, for which the symbol Rs is proposed. The recessive allele is apparently self, rs. It is hoped that the new factor will be further investigated. 
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